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the poem. Figure 58 shows a magazine advertisement for Maxim, 
complete with Salon Tango and Turkish Café. 

The program for the Turkish Café in January 1914 featured:

A famous Indian orchestra. Songs and dances of the Orient 
under the direction of the famous singer and musician the 
Sufi master Inayat Khan with the participation of the prin-
cess-dancer Chikha Mukha, [and the] famous odalisque troupe 
of Ben-Bey.98 

An Indian classical musician and Sufi master, Inayat Khan visited 
Russia from October 1913 to May 1914, introducing Sufism by lec-
turing in Moscow and St. Petersburg, and discussing it with cul-
tural figures like Viacheslav Ivanov and Scriabin. His “Sufi Message 
on Spiritual Liberty” came out in Russian translation shortly after 
his move to London in 1914.99 But he spent his very early morning 
hours at Maxim, providing musical support for the “odalisques,” 
who—judging by the wink-wink of other ads—were not spinning 
in the classical Sufi manner. Not all other “Orientals” in this Turk-
ish-themed show at a Russian nightclub founded and owned by an 
African-American were quite as authentic as Inayat Khan. The name 
of the princess-dancer Chìkha Mùkha combines the Russian noun 
for “fly”—reader, the insect!—with a neologism apparently derived 
from chikhàt′, to sneeze (fig. 59). As for the director of the odalisque 
troupe, Ben-Bey, the Turkish meaning is the improbable “Mr. Me.” 
An unpleasant incident which took place in December showed that 
many of the performers were, in fact, French.1100

The evening and the poem proceed from Zon to Maxim, which is 
why the word fragment “ТА/НЦ”, ta/nts (a cut on tantsevàt′, to dance, 
or else on tàntsy, the dances) has been split into ta and nts, with 
the former still in Zon, above, and the latter below in Maxim. Next 
to it is the permutation of syllables my and chal in “МЫ / ЧАЛМЫ 
/ МЫЧАЛ”, mỳ / chalmỳ / mychàl. My is “we.” Chalmy is “turbans.” 
Mychal is “he was mooing” or rather “responding inarticulately and 
monosyllabically.” The fragmentary scene evoked is of soused Rus-
sians callously engaging in cultural appropriation. Below the sign for 
the Turkish Café is the word “ОРКЕСТР”, orkèstr (orchestra) over 
the word “ЖИЛ”, zhil, most likely meaning “of sinews,” and having 
to do with the sounds expressed onomatopoeically as “ві-и-лі-и-
ю-іііііііііііііііі”, vi-i-li-i-iu-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii. I don’t think that Kamensky 

1  “Recently at four in the 
morning at the café-chan-
tant Maxim on Bol′shaia 
Dmitrovka, the impresario 
of the ‘Turkish troupe,’ one 
Bertrand, a citizen of France, 
having fallen out with the 
performer of his group De 
Gautinier, also a citizen of 
France, hit her over the head 
with a pitcher with such force, 
that she had to be sent for 
treatment to the New Cather-
ine clinic.” From Artists’ World 
(Artisticheskii mir), December 
1913, p. 2.100

and automob below, and echoes the ‘6’s in the number to the left. 
But what is a car doing here? We must be exiting the Cabaret. The 
words “Cabaret Zon” at the top thus gesture at the signage on the 
theater’s façade as seen from the street, although the real façade 
did not say “Cabaret.” The poem’s space is that of Futurist simulta-
neity, conjoining external and internal phenomena without regard 
for borders, categories, and distances.

To the right of the word “TANGO” is a stand selling roasted al-
monds, “ЖАРЕНЫЙ / МИНДАЛЬ”, zhàrenyi / mindàl′; note the 
chiastic ny : in and shared stressed à. The Russian-doll rhyme mindàl′ 
/ dal′, the latter meaning distance, or a distant location, leads to 
“африки”, Afriki (of Africa). A sound-based association in the mind 
of the eater of almonds congeals further with the final “ЖАР”, zhar 
(heat) as a property that roasted (zharenyie) almonds share with Af-
rica. The phrase zhàrenyi mindàl′ fragments and echoes at the end 
of the column, with enyi min, the unstressed middle of the phrase, 
cut out, leaving only zhar and dal′. Once again, words are treated 
as sequences of letter blocks that one may permute, remove, sub-
stitute, or add.

Finally, we get to Maxim, owned by Frederick Bruce “Fiodor 
Fiodorovich” Thomas, who had recently shown the door to a group 
of Futurists with painted faces. In winter of 1914, apart from its 
main variety and musical acts, Maxim also offered a “Salon Tan-
go,”97 where professional dancers demonstrated and taught differ-
ent tango styles in a crowd of revelers, like in Zon. But it took place 
after hours, and people arrived with a few drinks already in them, 
which is why the sign Maxim is at an angle, and separate from the 
section it labels. Maxim also featured a late-night “Turkish” show 
with dancing odalisques. That was the “турецкое кафэ”, turètskoie 
kafè (Turkish Café) whose name looms large in the lower right of 

5858 Advertisement for a tango 
and Turkish-themed show at 
Maxim in Theater in Caricatures, 
January 19, 1914, p. 20.

5959 Chikha Mukha and Inayat Khan’s orchestra in 
November 1913, when they first started at Maxim, 
from Footlights and Life, November 3, 1913, p. 13.
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T Y P O G R A P H Y A N D M AT E R I A L I T Y  I N  TA N G O W I T H C OW S

The typography of Tango with Cows can only be understood in the 
context of the materiality of letterpress printing. Every letter in Tango 
with Cows was printed from type: a rectangular prism of metal or 
wood with a letterform above in relief and reverse (fig. 122). These, 
together with spacing, leading, and rule,1 were assembled by a type-
setter into a solid rectangle, called a form, which was locked into a 
metal frame and placed into a printing press. The design of the book 
was therefore constrained by rectilinearity of type, the typefaces 
available in the print shop, and by the fact that the typesetter worked 
from Kamensky’s hand-drawn sketches. Although these have not 
survived, it is hard to imagine any other practicable procedure for 
the book’s production. Kamensky certainly could not have set the 
type himself; typesetting is a skilled craft and no print shop would 
tolerate an amateur introducing disorder, getting in the way, and 
taking valuable work away from its employees. He could not have 
produced a detailed layout that specified particular typefaces and 
sizes; this could only have been done by someone with deep craft 
knowledge as well as detailed information about every font of type 
in the shop, down to the width of every letter. In fact, specification 
by a designer near this level of detail for even straightforward prose 
would only begin to happen a decade later and become common 
only after the World War II.129 Kamensky could not have worked 
collaboratively alongside the printer; he was on tour much of the 
time between January 14 to March 29, and even if he had been in 
Moscow, such an arrangement would have taken an inordinate 
amount of time and would have been far too aggravating for the 
typesetter. Besides these logistical constraints, internal evidence 
from the poems, discussed below, shows that the typesetter worked 
from sketches without any detailed typographic indications.

Two hand-drawn sketches that Kamensky created to be inter-
preted by a typesetter survive and are held by the Russian State Ar-
chive of Literature and Arts (figs. 123, 125). One is for a poster for 
an performance at the Moscow Polytechnic Museum in 1917, and 
the other is for the cover of his book His-My Biography of a Great 
Futurist from 1918 (fig. 124). The former sketch specifies the text, 
its general arrangement, and that certain words should be larger 
and in all caps, with “Kamensky” being singled out by slightly more 
decorative block letters. The latter sketch only specifies line-breaks, 

1 Spacing is type without a 
printing surface and is cast 
to standard sizes. Leading is 
strips of metal shorter than 
type-high. Both do not print 
and are used to fill the empty 
space in a form. Rule is type-
high strips used to print lines 
or other decorative linear 
elements.

capitalization, and general typeface style. The design sketches for 
Tango with Cows were probably somewhat more explicit, given the 
complexity and unconventional nature of the poems. In the dis-
cussion of the individual poems, I recover some of their structure 
by means of a careful analysis of the physical arrangement of type, 
leading, and rule combined with a principle of least action: design 
decisions simplifying the work of the typesetter were made by him 
but any remaining complexity was specified by Kamensky.

This principle will be developed more fully below, but the basic 
idea can be seen by examining sections from the poems “Telephone” 
and “Flight of Vasya Kamensky.” In the former, the visual size of 
the letters in the two words “О ПОНИМаЮ” (O CLEAR lY)1 varies 
substantially, but the size of all seven fonts used is sixteen points 
(fig. 126). The irregular visual appearance is due to the varying 
proportions of the letterforms: the ‘И’ is set in Herold Condensed 
which has tall capital letters and very short descenders, while the 
‘а’ is set in Kalligraphia which has small capitals and long descend-
ers. The remaining letters are set in Steinschrift and various styles 
of Lateinisch and Akzidenz Grotesk, both having capitals about 
the same size, between the extremes of the first two. Typesetting 
this line presented no geometric difficulties, only logistical ones in 
setting and distributing type from seven different three-foot-wide 
type cases. Here it seems safe to conclude that the typesetter real-
ized a general specification by Kamensky of visual disorder by the 
simplest means possible.

The thirty-eight characters in the title line of “Flight of Vasya 
Kamensky” were set from nineteen fonts of type in seven sizes 
ranging from eight to twenty-eight points (fig. 127).

1 Literally: “Oh, I understand.”
This essay uses the translations 
as printed in the stand-alone 
volume; the capitalization and 
italicization are preserved to 
allow the reader to follow the 
analysis in the translation.

122122 Illustration of a piece of type, from The Practice 
of Typography: Plain Printing Types (1902) by Theo-
dore Low De Vinne, p. 29 (the call-outs have been 
erased).

123123 Sketch for the cover of His-My Biography of a 
Great Futurist by Vasily Kamensky.

124124 His-My Biography of a Great Futurist by Vasily Kamensky, cover.

125125 Sketch for a poster for a performance at 
the Moscow Polytechnic Museum in 1917.

It must have taken five to ten times longer to set than if it had been 
composed from a single font. This use of multiple sizes of type in the 
same line required the typesetter to carefully fill in the space above 
and below the letters with spacing or leading, as shown by the recon-

126126 Detail from “Telephone” at 150 percent  
scale, superimposed with the outline of each 
piece of type. 

127127 Detail from “Flight of Vasya Kamensky,” 
at 125 percent scale, with type, spacing, and 
leading overlay.




